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Discourse XVIII
“Followers of the Way, if you want insight into Dharma as is, just don’t be taken in by the

deluded views of others.    Whatever you encounter, either within of without, slay it at once: on
meeting a buddha slay the buddha, on meeting a patriarch slay the patriarch, on meeting an
arhat, slay the arhat, on meeting your parents slay your parents, on meeting your kinsman slay
your  kinsman,  and  you  attain  emancipation.      By  not  cleaving  to  things,  you  freely  pass
through.” 

It may seem that this Roshi just says the same thing over and over again repetitively.    If
you really understand this repetitiveness, then that’s all you need.    But there are some people
who become dissatisfied with what I say, with my repetitiveness because they don’t understand
this fundamental principle of repetition.    

But along this repetitive process inevitably there will arise within a person the desire to
have a better experience, to have a deeper experience.    In other words what I’m talking about is
the process of growth.    As the self matures inevitably it begins to desire better experience, to do
something better, to experience something deeper.    

So I say the same thing again.    Carefully consider how you are born.    When you are
born you receive .0001 of the plus, the father activity, and .0001 of the minus,, the negative ac-
tivity, the mother activity.    This is how you are born.    Now this is called the activity of the
dharma doing the activity of separating subject and object, separating host and guest.      Now,
what do I mean by the activity of the dharma?    I mean that doing which forms the universe.
So, the discovery of Buddhism is that the activity that forms the universe, and the activity that
gives birth to the self, to you, is exactly the same doing.

What we mean by this activity is the activity of plus and minus.    By plus I refer to of
course the tatha-gata, or thus going aspect, by minus I mean the tatha-agata or thus coming as-
pect.    So the going is that which forms future, the coming is that which forms past.    So, the
coming activity, the minus, the past, is also referred to as mother, and a self comes into existence
by receiving .0001 of the minus, the mother activity also.    

Listen carefully because as some point you’re going to be asked to produce what we call
in Japanese “kakiwake 書き訳 .“ Kakiwake means an analytical description in writing of how
the fundamental activity works.    After you’ve done zazen for ten, fifteen years, you have to be
able to produce a theoretical description like this.    Of course if you’re really sharp you may be
able to do it in just three or five years.    It’s only when you can analyze the fundamental activity
behind things that you for the first time really understand what it is to be man, what it is to be
woman, why man is born, why woman is born, why things are born, why things die.    Because in
my time there weren’t Roshis that could describe things in the way that I am doing for you now,
when I had to write my description I struggled mightily.    It was really hard because you couldn’t
exactly go to a book and find an explanation of how this universe is formed, and there were very
few Roshis who could describe it, so I had to struggle.    And it’s out of concern for your struggle
that time after time after time I describe it to you.

Now a born self inevitably also comes to experience dissolution, that is to say the experi-
ence of no-self, what we call muga in Japanese, annata in Pali.    The no-self experience, the dis-
solving back into the activity of its source.    Now according to Buddhism this process of dissolu-
tion is absolutely inevitable.    For sure you will do it.    And what is this process of dissolution?
It is the exact reverse of the process of birth.    How did birth come about?    The activity of the
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dharma divided itself into two, and each of its respective sides contributed a fraction of their ac-
tivity in order produce the self.    To reverse that process means that the self divides its self into
two and gives back the activity that it received respectively from each side of the source.    In
other words the born self comes to encounter the activity of future.    It encounters the activity of
past.    In other words it encounters the activities of tatha-gata and tatha-agata.    In other words it
encounters the activity of future, father, and past, mother.    

But if one is born with complete plus and minus activity as one’s content then one will
not encounter the activities of plus and minus.    In Tathagata Zen in order to teach people we ex-
plain the plus, or positive activity in terms of life, and the negative activity in terms of death.
The point is that it is a contrasting pair or activities.    You can call it the contrast or plus and mi-
nus, or you can describe it in terms of the contrast of going thus and coming thus, or male and fe-
male.    Now if you want to look for contrasting pairs of activities in this world that could be
metaphors for the thus coming and thus going, there’s no end to polar binary pairs like that.    In
other words the activity that forms man, and the activity that forms woman are different activi-
ties.    Likewise the activity that forms wealthy person and the activity that forms impoverished
person are contrasting activities.    Likewise existence and non-existence are a contrasting diad.
In Buddhism the representative terms used for the tow members of the pair are tatha-gata and
tatha-agata.      According to Buddhism the only way that we can conceive of the activity that
would be responsible for the universe as we know it, and for our lives as we experience it as sen-
tient beings, is that that activity must be a pair of activities that are polar, or contrasting.    That’s
the only way that you can account for the fact that there are wealthy and there are poor, there are
existing and there are non-existing.    If you understand clearly that these two activities are what
you are.    You having them as your content you are able to stand there, when that becomes crys-
tal clear to you, then you will understand why it’s not a good thing to assert your self.    But, a
man stands in the position of man and asserts man.    A woman stands in a position of woman as-
serts woman.    The husband stands in the position of the husband and asserts all sorts of unrea-
sonable things.    That’s why problems come about.    

If we were to for the sake of argument describe the complete activity of father as one
hundred and the complete activity of mother as one hundred, when you come to do the activity of
fifty what happens then?    If you have fifty of the male activity and fifty of the female activity as
your content, I know working with numbers like this might be a little confusing but, if you have
fifty of each then you have one hundred as your content.    But what happens is that when you
have a hundred, fifty from each parent within you, then you look at father and you say, father is a
hundred, you look at mother and you say mother is a hundred, you look at your self and you say
I’m a hundred, and you mistakenly think you are equal to your parents.    Then you are likely to
be censured by your father, “You’re not ready to imitate an adult yet!”    But the child wont ac-
cept the censure.    He’ll say, “Pop, where do you get off talking to me like that!    I’m as big as
you!    You’re a hundred and I’m a hundred!”    Or maybe the child is a girl, and the girl tries to
dress up, while she’s still just a young girl she tries to dress up like the queen or may Elizabeth
Taylor.      Mother  would probably understand,  “Yes,  I  was a  teenager  too once.”      And even
though she chuckles to herself she allows the young girl to behave as the young girl wishes.
That’s mother’s position.    So this is the experience of the teenager, and in the teenage time there
is a tendency for the mother to be understanding and wise, but the father because of his basic
male tendency to be domineering, tends to be rather foolish and stupid when the child is in the
teenage stage.    And so a boy will want to do more and more things to irritate his father.    And
likewise a daughter, bawled out by her father will more and more do the opposite of what he
wants.    You were a teenager just like I was at one time, so I think you should be able to under-
stand perhaps better than me.    The reason that you can understand better than me is I had to live
my teenage years in a temple as a monk, and couldn’t really express myself as a teenager.

So yesterday I talked about how it is that the self comes into existence through subject
and object dividing, but how it absolutely inevitably dissolves when once again subject and ob-
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ject reunite.    The reason that Buddhism is often referred to as the path or the practice of no-self,
the dharma of no-self refers to this experience of dissolving oneself, giving back what one re-
ceived from father to father, and what one received from mother to mother.    

Now you look at everything from the perspective of material objects.    That’s okay.    But
you have to be able to manifest the wisdom how the sense of materiality comes about.    The
tatha-gata and tatha-agata are doings that cannot be seen with the eye.    When the tatha-gata and
tatha-agata come together there is no one in this universe that can see that.    Now that doing that
cannot be seen could be described as a kind of force.    Now this invisible activity is called con-
sciousness, wisdom, prajna.    No one can see it.    But, that activity that cannot be seen does con-
sist of two elements, two processes.    And those two elements, those two aspects, the going and
the coming, the plus and the minus, they also are invisible to the eye.    Psychology is a very pop-
ular subject, but according to Buddhism the true activity that is responsible for us cannot be seen
with the eye.    So both the activity of going and coming as individual activities, and their union
is absolutely invisible to the eye.    That union does the activity of contrasting.    Losing its union
and coming into a polarization or contrast.    No one can see that doing either.

The activity of the source of this universe is the incessant repetitive uniting and contrast-
ing, uniting and contrasting of the activity of the dharma.    This activity of the contrasting pair
could be described as the complete functioning of consciousness, the complete wisdom process.
There are people here who study Zen as an academic discipline.    Listen carefully to this teisho
so that you can understand what that academic study is about.    Now there are some people, in
fact many people who after five or six years of practice get the notion that they understand Zen
and cease their practice, they don’t continue, they stop practicing, and that’s okay, there’s noting
wrong with that, except from the view point of Zen they’re idiots.    Now what we mean by an id-
iot in this case is a congealed mass of ego view.    They are happy, conceited with themselves,
pleased with themselves, talking all sorts of idiocy.    They may talk strong, but they’re going to
kick the bucket eventually.    I mention this because there are such people. 
    Now, the birth of an offspring from the activity of the source means that something ap-
pears in between the two sides of the source.    That is to say the two sides of the source do not
merely contrast, but actually split apart.    And so receiving from both sides of the source one is
born as the child of the source.    I’ve explained over and over again how it is that we are born as
the child of the dharma.    

And when one is born the complete source, the Tathagata is no longer complete.    The
Tathagata is born as an incomplete Tathagata along with its child.    So when the child is born the
thus going side appears as an incomplete thus going, and the thus coming side is born as an in-
complete thus coming along with the birth of their child.

And the child is born with equal amount of going and coming, but not with the full going
and full coming of the source.    

The incomplete going that is born with the child appears to the child as father, or if you
wish future, and the incomplete coming appears to the child as mother or past.    People hear me
talk like this and they imitate my teisho style, they talk about past and future.    That’s okay, but
really the kinds of things I’m talking about are relevant to one who is becoming a 
Roshi, they’re not so relevant to people during their practice.    

So the child is born having the activity of father and mother, the going and coming as its
very content, but not the complete doing.    Now according to Tathagata Zen what we mean by
the so called material world is that very incompleteness of the doing.    So any time you’re born
the material world is born simultaneously.    And what happens when that self dissolves?    What
happens to the material world when that self dissolves?    It also dissolves.    This activity is called
the activity of the dharma, but it could also be called the activity of consciousness, of wisdom.
So if one talks about how the self arises or how the universe if formed, but one is standing in the
perspective of the material world, then this is not Zen practice.     One has to study Zen from
standing within the activity of consciousness.    So you have to always consider that the reason
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that a material world appears is because of incomplete functioning of consciousness.
But because people just accept consciousness in an un-examined, uncritical way, assum-

ing things are as they appear, that’s why practice becomes difficult.    What we mean by Zen
practice is to clearly manifest the wisdom that understands that wisdom, consciousness has two
sides, a side that reveals, and a side that hides.    So Roshi sees, “Oh, this student still is uncriti -
cally assuming, accepting consciousness as it appears, so that’s why I don’t pass them on the
koan.”    Because people unconditionally assume consciousness is as it appears, that’s why it’s
difficult for them to manifest the complete activity of consciousness.    So, when I let you pass,
saying, “Okay you can pass, but it’s just fifty five percent, but you can pass,” then you’re real
happy, and you can’t wait to get your next koan.    

Now the complete functioning of consciousness has no need to look upon plus or minus
as an object, therefore it is called zero.    If you’ve understood what I’ve said then you’ll always
be able to know, “Am I standing in complete consciousness, in zero, or am I standing in incom-
plete consciousness?”    And that brings us to the issue of practice.    Aren’t you standing there
right now, that self embraced form outside by the going, and embraced from inside by the com-
ing?    To the extent that the self is incomplete that self is embraced by plus, by father from with-
out, and embraced by minus, by mother from within.    To the extent that one is incomplete one is
always encountering positive and negative, always encountering future and past.    And according
to Tathagata Zen, without making a connection to the plus and minus, you can never mature, you
can never grow.    And the self that thinks all these things has as its very content that same plus
and minus.    This is practice, consider carefully.

Now you have to consider carefully, a man has both plus and minus as his content.    As I
explained before father and mother are very powerful relative to the child.      The child only
has .0001 of father and mother, but the father and mother have .4999.    From the perspective of
the parents the parents take the initiative to draw the child to themselves, from the perspective of
the child the child, the offspring is practicing the path of no-self.    In other words when one is
very small one has to depend on one’s parents, and we call this the samadhi of receiving from
other.    When we were small our existence was completely dependent upon our parents.

In other words the young one is just in a state of no-self.    It is in a passive situation.    It
is  passive.      The parents  on the  other  hand are  in  the  active  role,  and this  is  what  we call
tajiyuzanmai it means the zanmai, the samadhi of jiyu receiving, ta from other.    All of you have
had the experience of depending on your mother, having your mother embrace you and being
able to sleep at ease.    You’ve also had the experience at the same time of being embraced by
your mother simultaneously being embraced by your father, and disappearing, only leaving fa-
ther and mother remaining alone without a child in between.    But, father and mother have strong
egos.    The mother may want to have the entire child just to her self.    Likewise the father may
have ego.    The father may want to embrace the totality of the positive and negative of the child.
The reason that parents quarrel about how to raise the children is because they each want to have
the totality of the positive and negative of the child.      Mother is not content just to have the
child’s negative activity, father is not content just to have the child's positive activity. (“..father
and mother are not ABLE to grasp both activities”) This is how consciousness matures. 

So the child inevitably encounters father.    What does it meant to encounter father?    It
means not  needing to  make father  an object.      And likewise the child  inevitably encounters
mother.    What does it mean to encounter mother?    It means to unite with mother.    It means not
needing to make mother an object.    When one unites with father both father and oneself are
gone.    When one unites with mother both mother and oneself are gone. Rinzai is teaching us
about this with strong words: “When you meet your mother.    When you meet your father kill
your father. When you meet the Buddha kill the Buddha.    When you meet an arhat kill an arhat.”
I wonder in Japan how many Roshis there are who can really explain clearly the principle under-
lying this word kill.    And as the child grows up eventually it is able to take the active role, take
the initiative to kill father and to kill mother.    That’s why a child has to pass through a period of
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being a teenager.    Only by passing through that is it possible to unite with mother and father.
Now, what I’ve been talking about here may not be so relevant to people in their first few years
of practice, but inevitably as your practice matures it becomes exceedingly important, that’s why
I ask you to just listen patiently.
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